The Spanish Supercomputing Network (RES), coordinated by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC), with cooperation of the Computer Applications for Science and Engineering (CASE) department at BSC, will hold the RES Scientific Seminar of Engineering the next 15th October, 2014.

The objective of this seminar is to provide a common forum to Mathematics, Physics and Engineering researchers that usually access to the RES resources. Specifically is analysed the usage of supercomputing in areas as Fusion Energy, Turbulence study, Materials, Eigensolvers and others.

To achieve the aim of this seminar, renowned scientists and researchers will share with the attendees their findings at developed projects and studies as well as their success and problems regarding the usage of HPC services.
Contact Us:

Please contact with trainings-res [at] bsc [dot] es in case you require further information.
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